English

Apricots Termly Overview

Maths

We have really enjoyed looking at fairy

For our final term we will be looking at

tails last term and will continue this

shape, time, number and place value,

going into our final term. We will be
looking at poetry/rhyme, explore some
water poems and reading ‘Shark in the
Park’
We are continuing with our daily

Here we are in our final term! We’re very
much looking forward to spending the end of
the school year together.
If you have any questions or concerns at any
time, please do communicate via the home-

‘reading for pleasure’ sessions.

school books.

During our weekly phonics sessions, we

Best Wishes,

will continue with the focus on Phase 1.

Apricots Staff.

Some of us exploring environmental

position and direction and also addition
and subtraction.
We will be developing our problem solving
practically, using mathematical
equipment we are beginning to become
very familiar and confident with.

sounds, some body percussion and some
rhythm and rhyme.
Topic

RE

Our focus for Religious Education this
term is ‘What it means to be part of a

As part of Topic we will be exploring ‘Why is water wet?’. At first, we will learn what ‘wet’

Muslim family.’ We will be looking at

means, by exploring a range of different wet materials, foods and activities with water.

family life, culture and food.

We will then move onto how we can use water, making our own flavoured water and
designing our own label for the bottle. We will look at weather and seasons, exploring
rain, hail and storms, conducting a few experiments and recording rainfall and the sun
movements. We will have a week exploring who lives in/on water, using information books
and the internet to research sea creatures. During PSHE we will have lots of
opportunities to play together and learn what it means to be part of a group.

PE

Our focus during Physical Education this
term is ‘Express Yourself’ and sports
day.

